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THE ROMAN ROAD IN CATON AND QUERNMORE

dropped steeply down into Artle Beclq but this difficult route
would be avoided ifthe road had changed direction slightly on
the crest of the hill at SD 545 646. The new line may be
represented by a hedge line from SD 544 646 to SD 542 645
and by footpaths from SD 540 644 to SD 539 643 as Geoff
Leather has suggested in an unpublished paper.

A clear section of cobbled road 15 feet wide and about 8 inches
thick was cut by the pipeline trench to the west of Caton at SD
524 634 (site two). In this case the section was exposed on the
east side of the cut, following the removal of the topsoil, but
the line of the road across the pipeline cutting was not visible
and the west side ofthe cutting was covered with spoil. It was
therefore difficult to define the direction of the road exactly
although the road is still visible as a rise in the adjacent hedge
line. Aerial photographs of Quernmore Park show a number
of linear features. One from SD 520 629 to 524 634 provides
a possible line which would run into the line of the modern
road at Postern Gate, SD 514 621. This suggests that the
Roman road swung round the south side of the high land in
Quernmore Park, which rises to over 500 feet, and took an
easier route into Lancaster. Another linear feature on the aerial
photographs from SD 528 636 to SD 530 638 may define a
possible line of the road immediatelywest ofArtleBeck. There
is no trace ofany terrace-ways leading down to the Artle Beck
at SD 533 639 and the valley floor at this point would be very
wide to bridgg although it may have been very different eighteen
centuries ago. An alternative route would be along the line of
existrng roads ar SD 533 637 and SD 530 635, crossing the
Artle Beck near the site of Forge Bridge, where the valley is
very narrow and easy to bridge, the linejust avoiding the steep
hill, Wlow Bank, to the south. It is possible that the Roman
route itself was changed during the Roman period from a ford
around SD 530 638 to abridge at ornear SD 5315 6358.

by Prof. W.T.W Potts & P.J.Hudson.

Much of the course of the Roman road up the Lune valley is
uncertain. The westem end is probably represented in Church
Street, which is aligned on the east gate of the Roman fort at
Lancaster but the route between Church Street and Artle Beck,
Caton is obscure. The discovery ofwhat is possiblythe finest,
and certainly the largest, Roman milestone in Britain in the
Artle Beck in the early nineteenth century following a heavy
flood, shows that the Roman road must have crossedtheBeck
somewhere above SD 533 642. The rnrlestone is now preserved
in Lancaster City Museum. The road is unlikely to have crossed
the Beck above Forge Bridge, at SD 532 6i5, as any more
southerly route would take it into very broken country of steep
hills and the deep valley of the Artle Beck. On aerial
photographs the line of the road can be picked out on four
stretches between SD 551 652 and SD 568 669 and is clearly
visible to the naked eye, together with its side ditches, at SD
565 667

The trench for the gas pipeline, excavated in June-Iuly 1992,
must have crossed the line of the Roman road at least three
times. Between SD 546 648 and SD 547 649 (site one) the
line ofthe road was clearly visible in the pipeline cutting when
the top soil had been removed. When first seen the road itself
had been largely removed but its line showed clearly for a few
days, as a line of ash-grey bleached earth 15 feet wide,
contrasting markedly with the brown earth either side. A few
cobbles 3 to 4 inches in diameter remained scattered on the
surface. Unfortunately, the loose earth obscured both sides of
the cut so no sectionwasvisible. The evidencewas soon largely
destroyed by heavy vehicles. The observation extendsthe line
of the Roman road for about 700 yards. Ifthe road continued
westward on the sarne line it would have run obliquely up
Cheesebanks Hill, SD 535 638 to about 300 feet and then
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